
 

    Abstract— Many applications benefit from discovering and 

analyzing the topics of interest of social network users such as 

recommender systems. In this paper, we propose a methodology 

for building a topic hierarchy tree for user interests solicited 

from multiple knowledge bases. Different tree levels indicate 

different degree of abstraction, where topics are at the higher 

nodes and subtopics at the children nodes, i.e. leaf nodes are at 

the lowest level of abstraction. For each node, we aim to generate 

a diverse list of keywords that we call XWords lists; that contain 

list of words from which we can infer the node’s topic(s), we call 

these words: Topic Indicating Words (TIW). These TIWs are used 

for topic identification of users’ posts. To build the hierarchy we 

explore some of the available knowledge bases; namely, 

WordNet, Wikipedia and Directory Mozilla (DMoz) and 

integrate topics from those knowledge bases to build a complete 

topic tree for users’ interests. 

Index Terms— Knowledge Bases, Social Networks, Topic 

Hierarchy, Topic Identification  

I. INTRODUCTION 

 Identifying the topics of user posts within social networks is 

the interest of many social network analysis research efforts. 

Topic identification of social posts is utilized in many 

applications like sentiment analysis and opinion mining, 

influence propagation detection and trending topics 

classification [1][2][3][4]. For instance, in influence 

propagation detection, a user x is said to be influenced by 

another user y if he posts about the same topics. Detecting the 

topics of both users’ post is essential to determine the 

existence of the influence.  

In order to classify social posts according to topics, we first 

need to build a unified hierarchy that defines taxonomy of 

social networks users’ interests, which allows higher 

consistency of classification results and -additionally- allows 

dealing with topic categories at multiple degrees of 

granularity. In addition, achieving a unified taxonomy will 

enable the comparison of the results of different works of 

topics classification.  

Most of the research that aim at building topic taxonomies for 

user interests tend to rely on existing knowledge bases to 

extract topics. The most famous knowledge bases used are: 

Wikipedia, Directory Mozilla (DMoz), etc. However, up to 

our knowledge, most of the previous works depend on using a 

single source to build their structures.  

In this work, we suggest integrating multiple knowledge base 

sources to build a comprehensive topic hierarchy tree for user 

interests. The tree nodes store topics and subtopics at multiple 

degrees of abstractions.  Additionally, we suggest building a 

comprehensive keywords catalog at each node of the tree that 

enlists topic-indicating words solicited from multiple sources. 

These keyword catalogs can later be utilized in topic 

identification of social content and classifying social content 

into topics without the use of text mining or NLP. The idea of 

topic-indicating XWords lists is illustrated in the following 

example. 

Example 1: Consider the following example; a user posts the 

following text: “I really need to buy good training shoes; 

during training mine made me feel uncomfortable”. If we 

remove the noise (e.g. stop words) and extract the entities 

from this post we obtain the following entities {training, 

shoes}. Nothing in the direct mapping will tell that this user 

could be interested in “Running”. Nevertheless, adding a 

semantic component (i.e. keywords catalog) to each tree node 

will help achieving this indirect implication, as the node 

“Running” child of the node “Sports” will have the keywords 

{training, shoes} among its XWords list. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows; Section 2 

describes previous work targeting building and using topic 

taxonomies for user interests. Section 3 briefly lists the 

knowledge bases than can be utilized to build a unified and 

comprehensive topic tree for user interests. Section 4 describes 

our proposed approach for constructing a topic hierarchy tree 

for user interests with keywords catalogs. Finally, Section 5 

describes briefly the prototype implementation of our 
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proposed approach and Section 6 states the conclusion and 

future work.  

II. RELATED WORK 

Many previous efforts have been concerned with 

understanding social users’ topics of interests.  For instance, 

the work in [1] aimed at classifying trending topics of twitter 

users by mapping the extracted trending topics into predefined 

18 categories/interests.  In [1] the 18 categories were just 

suggested by the authors without mentioning a source or 

justification. 

On the other hand, other attempts have been made for building 

taxonomies of user interests and infer users’ topics of interest 

by identifying and categorizing the topics of their posted 

content. Most of these works relied on a single knowledge 

source. For instance, in [5] they used Wikipedia folksonomy 

to disambiguate and categorize the entities that the users 

mention in their tweets. While [6] extends the entity-based 

representation of user interests into a hierarchical 

representation by transforming the Wikipedia Category Graph 

into a hierarchy.  

The work in [7] draws a comparison among different 

approaches for engineering a hierarchical ontology over user 

interests. Each of the approaches in comparison uses either 

DMoz or Wikipedia as a source of knowledge. Their study 

concludes that using DMoz knowledge base is the most 

effective approach for building a hierarchy over user interests 

Other work avoids to do topic identification for posts to infer 

the users’ interests, instead, like the work in [8], they suggest 

inferring user interests for twitter users from the topical 

expertise of the users whom they follow. The topical expertise 

is inferred from social annotations (collected via the Twitter 

Lists feature). 

The work in [9] suggests mapping multiple aspects to 

unknown tweets via a method called hierarchical estimation 

framework (HEF). Their framework uses both supervised and 

unsupervised machine learning methods to extract topics from 

a sea of tweets. First it uses latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) 

,then it calculates the relevance between topics and aspects 

using a small set of labeled tweets to build associations among 

them. The aspects they used are obtained from Yahoo 

directory which the paper assumed to be users life aspects. 

  

III. SOURCES FOR BUILDING TOPIC HIERARCHY TREE 

Most research that focus on modeling user interests use 

knowledge bases to extract those interests. We, hereby, briefly 

explore three of the most famous knowledge bases that are 

used to generate user interests taxonomies; WordNet, 

Wikipedia and Directory Mozilla (DMoz). 

WordNet [10] is considered as a lexical database for English 

that contains nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs grouped 

into sets of cognitive synonyms (synsets), each expressing a 

distinct concept. WordNet can be dealt with as a thesaurus,  

that groups words together based on their meanings. Words 

that are found in close proximity to one another in the 

WordNet network are semantically disambiguated. It is worth 

to mention that WordNet labels the semantic relations among 

words. For example the “part-of” relationship for nouns 

transitively transfers to inherited nouns relationship. Whereas, 

if a chair has legs, this implies that an armchair also has legs. 

We believe that WordNet is not suitable to act as a base 

skeleton for the user-interests hierarchy as it contains detailed 

concepts, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. 

On the other hand, Wikipedia [11]; is a web-based 

encyclopedia based on a model of openly editable content. 

The concepts are related in Wikipedia in an unstructured 

nature. Relationships among concepts in Wikipedia are mainly 

following the “related to” scheme. Nevertheless, categorical 

topics are present and articles are placed under their umbrella. 

However, we believe that we cannot rely on extracting a 

robust interest topic hierarchy from Wikipedia corpus, yet 

Wikipedia has a very important feature called 

“Disambiguation” that enlists all possible meanings and 

contexts of a given word. This feature plays an important role 

in our proposed approach mainly in building the keywords 

catalog. Hence, Wikipedia will be employed as a semantics 

source used to enrich our topic hierarchy tree to include 

metadata about topics along with traditional topic hierarchy. 

Finally, Directory Mozilla (DMoz)[12] is an open content 

directory of World Wide Web links; DMoz uses a hierarchical 

ontology scheme for organizing site listings. Listings on a 

similar topic are grouped into categories which can then 

include smaller categories. DMoz is built to be directly 

relevant to what people are looking for on the Web and its 

main purpose is to list and categorize web sites. In this work 

we chose to use Dmoz hierarchy as a starting point for 

building our topic tree for due to its hierarchical structure. 

Additionally, work in [7] indicates that modeling user interests 

with DMoz has proven to give the most efficient results. 

In conclusion, we notice that none of these knowledge bases 

can solely express a robust taxonomy of “topics for user 

interests”. Mostly, the aforementioned resources represent 

classification of entities rather than classification of. Thus, in 

this paper we suggest that combining the abovementioned 

sources along with other sources which include -but are not 

limited to- (1) domain specific databases like the Internet 

Movie Database(IMDB) [13], (2) categorical structure of 

ecommerce websites like Amazon and eBay[13][15] and (3) 

Crowdsourcing [16] that uses human help to solve problems 

like semantic disambiguation. The combination of various 

sources can help achieving a comprehensive topic hierarchy 

tree for user interests with keyword catalogs. 

 

IV. MULTISOURCE TOPICS HIERARCHY TREE FOR USER INTERESTS 

In this work, we propose a method to create a 

comprehensive topic hierarchy tree for user interests that can 

be used in content topic identification. We aim to extend 

previous efforts done in building user interest topic hierarchies 

with two important differences: First, we propose extracting 

the tree from multiple knowledge bases. Second, we propose 

building keywords catalogs (called XWords lists) to enlist a 
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variety of possible topic- indicating words.  

To obtain and construct the suggested tree, we start by 

extracting the first two levels of the DMoz directory. The first 

level consists of 16 main categories, namely, {Arts, Business, 

Computers, Games, Health, Home, Netscape, News, 

Recreation, Reference, Regional, Science, Shopping, Society, 

Sports, World} that we consider to stand as the first level of 

our tree. Next, we retrieve the second level of the DMoz 

hierarchy and manually edit it to exclude noise nodes (for 

instance we can remove abbreviated nodes).  

After the initial two-level tree is built, we proceed to 

construct the XWords lists for the leaf nodes of the tree.  An 

XWord list is a list containing various possible topic-

indicating keywords that relate to the node topic. The idea of 

constructing XWords lists is to use them in topic identification 

of user posts by matching the containment of each post’s text 

with the topics’ associated XWords lists. Example 2 illustrates 

the variety of keywords within an XWords list. 

Example 2:  Consider the node “Music” a child (subtopic) 

of the parent node “Arts” (parent topic). We imagine that the 

list XWords (Music) would look like:{Piano, Bands, Guitar, 

Jazz, Lyrics, Organ, Country, Classic, Beats, Katy Perry, Hip 

Hop, Eminem, Beetles, MTV, Concert, Karaoke, Opera, iPod, 

speakers, headphones, song …etc}. We notice that this 

XWords list consists of different aspects related to the concept 

“Music”. {Piano, Guitar, Organ} are musical instruments, 

{Concert, Karaoke} are musical events, {Jazz, Country, 

Classic, Hip Hop} are music types, {IPod, Speakers, 

headphones} are music devices, {Katy Perry, Eminem, 

Beetles} are music stars, {Lyrics, Song} are musical terms 

…and so on.   

Such a diverse list cannot be simply derived from a single 

knowledge base, but should rather be assembled from multiple 

sources which include-but not limited to: deeper levels of 

DMoz tree, WordNet knowledge base, Wikipedia 

disambiguation pages and taxonomy of Amazon Ecommerce 

website. Using the same “Music” example we can illustrate 

how we could use each source as follows: 

1. DMoz categories tree: As we chose to extract the first 

two levels from DMoz categories tree, we could simply use 

nodes at subsequent levels of the tree as keywords and add 

them to the list by drilling down deeper levels of the DMoz 

hierarchy and retrieving the children of each leaf node. For 

example at the node “ArtsMusic” (Music is a child of Arts), 

we extract {Bands, Lyrics, Reviews, concerts, song writing 

…etc} from the third level of the tree and add them to 

XWords (Music). 

2. Searching WordNet synonyms set (synsets) for each node 

text. Searching WordNet for “Music” retrieves: audio, sound, 

utterance, vocalization. We add these words to XWords 

(Music). 

3. Searching Wikipedia Disambiguation pages, which are a 

section of Wikipedia that can retrieve various possible 

contexts of a word.  Searching disambiguation pages in 

Wikipedia for “Music” retrieves: (related to notation) {pitch, 

rhythm, volume, tonality…etc}, (related to Albums and 

Artists) {Carole King, Madonna, Erick Sermon …etc}. We 

combine those lists and add them all to XWords(Music). 

  

4. Using the taxonomies of e-commerce sites like Amazon 

[14] taxonomy- to search for product categories matching the 

topic name. In our example, searching Amazon categories 

hierarchy for Music will retrieve following products: {IPod, 

speakers, headphones, Beats…etc}. We also add this list to 

XWords(Music). 

After combining the above sources into an integrated 

XWords list, the XWords list for the node Music is produced 

and stored in the tree as shown in Figure 1. 

The built topic hierarchy and the associated XWords lists 

are used to identify topics of interest within users’ posts. The 

following example illustrates the idea.   

Example 3: Consider a user posting the following post: my 

new beats are great! Couldn’t enjoy Eminem new hit better 

during my daily jog!! To identify the topic(s) of this post we 

first extract the entities and remove auxiliary and stop words. 

We end up with the list {beats, Eminem, hit, jog}, by 

searching the XWords lists for different nodes we notice that 

both beats and Eminem belong to XWords (Music) while jog 

belongs to XWords(Running). Accordingly, both “Music” and 

“Running” topics are identified for this post.   

It is worth to mention that the XWords lists are not 

mutually exclusive, thus we may find that some keywords are 

repeated across multiple XWords lists, for example the word 

“Mars” may exists in XWords of {Astronomy, Chocolates, 

Movies…etc}. For such cases we consider other words in the 

post. If other words belong to one of the candidate topics, this 

can be used to resolve the conflict.   

We also noticed that there is a possibility that a keyword 

can exist in the XWords lists of all children of a given node X. 

In this case this keyword will be considered as a keyword for 

the parent node X itself. For example, the word “training” can 

belong to all children of the node “Sports” and thus it will be 

promoted to the XWords list of “Sport” instead of being 

repeated in all its children’s lists.   

 

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND PROTOTYPE 

At the moment, we are implementing a prototype for building 

and utilizing the topic hierarchy tree to identify topics of 

tweets in a twitter data set. The dataset used in this research 

was extracted through twitter API to for a two months period, 

starting from 1/10/2015 to 1/12/ 2015. It consists of 258K 

users; 54M follow links, 64.7M tweets over the mentioned 

period.   

To build the tree, first, we extracted the first two levels of 

DMoz hierarchy, to act as a base hierarchy of the topic tree. 

Next, for each node, we accessed Wikipedia, WordNet, and 

Amazon Categories data via Amazon web services (AWS), 

respectively, and retrieved sets of keywords that we combined 

together to form an XWords list for each node in the tree.  
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We are now working on utilizing the produced topic tree in the 

topic identification for the tweets in our extracted dataset.  

Efficiency and precision of the results are to be assessed and 

calculated.  

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper we presented an approach for constructing a topic 

hierarchy tree for user interests from multiple knowledge 

sources. We also associated the tree with keyword catalogs 

called XWords lists for each node that enlists the node’s topic 

indicating words. 

Future work includes using the topic hierarchy tree of user 

interests in extracting interest-based communities in Twitter. 

Apart from a user’s explicit interests that she declares while 

creating her profile on any social network, extracting topics 

from within the content that the user posts implicitly reflects 

user’s implicit “interests”. By combining user’s explicit and 

derived implicit interests, we will be able to classify the user 

into their appropriate interest-based communities (ineterst 

groups). Interest-based communities’ identification is useful in 

many applications; most important of which is 

recommendation. 

 

 

Figure 1: An example for extracting and storing an XWords list for the topic “Music”
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